Blackbook
WHERE TO GO & WHAT TO KNOW

The former kingdom in the middle of the Pacific remains the
most unlikely of American states, balancing influences from far and
wide with an extraordinary abundance of natural beauty.
CHRISTINE AJUDUA explores the hip newcomers, the chic standbys and
the archipelago’s burgeoning culinary scene
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MIKE COOTS

o call Hawaii a hot spot is no
exaggeration – these tropical
islands are in fact the peaks of
emerged volcanic mountains.
Originally settled by ancient
Polynesians who canoed over from
the Marquesas Islands as early
as the fourth century, the 50th US
state is a world away from the
rest: it’s the most isolated landmass
on earth.
Once there, you’ll find gently
swaying palm trees amid a relentlessly
pounding surf; still-erupting
volcanoes with fresh lava flows;
beaches of white, gold, red, black,
even green sand; and – they don’t call it
the Crossroads of the Pacific for
nothing – a singular melting pot of

cultures, with surfing as a common
lifestyle and quasi-spiritual pursuit.
And while it may seem as if
everyone – from beach bums to
businessmen sporting aloha shirts – is
on slowed-down “Hawaiian time”, don’t
be fooled: these islands are hardly
stuck in the past. Lately, there’s been
a wave of development across the
archipelago, and for every Polynesian
theme park or old-school lunch spot
serving Spam, there’s a splashy new
hotel, an inventive restaurant or a
cutting-edge cultural event.
Here, we hop across five of the
major islands – Oahu, Maui, Lanai,
Kauai and the Big Island – and
highlight the latest happenings
along the way.
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THINK OF OAHU AND
YOU’LL LIKELY THINK OF
SURFING (BIG WAVES
UP NORTH AT BANZAI
PIPELINE; LITTLE ONES
DOWN AT WAIKIKI), BUT
WITH HONOLULU AS ITS
BEATING HEART, THE
MOST POPULOUS
ISLAND OF THE
ARCHIPELAGO IS MORE
THAN ITS BEACHES.
HERE, HAWAII’S
MULTICULTURAL
HERITAGE IS ON FULL
DISPLAY – AND THE
CULINARY AND ART
WORLDS ARE
EMBRACING IT MORE
THAN EVER.

Four sumptuous island stays

N
A beachy-mod room
at the Surfjack
Hotel & Swim Club

The immaculate
beach cottages at
Turtle Bay Resort

The recently appointed curator
devoted to the arts of Hawaii
at the Honolulu Museum of
Art (honolulumuseum.org) has
unveiled her first show, Hawaii
in Design (until 12 March 2017).
Featuring ten native designers,
from surfboard builders Eric
Walden and CJ Kanuha to
men’s T-shirt maker Salvage
Public, they reference the
islands in their work.

Three minutes with Healoha Johnston
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ew properties are springing up all over
Oahu, which will soon see highly
anticipated debuts from both Four
Seasons and Ritz-Carlton. The former is set
to open this June as part of Ko Olina (
fourseasons.com), the 260ha, three-hotel resort
and golf club along the otherwise quiet
leeward (west) coast. You’ll find 371 modernHawaiiana rooms (think banana-leaf wall
coverings) and a multilevel spa – not to
mention a fleet of luxe vehicles, helicopter
and private marina with 22.9m yacht. Also
slated for a June launch, The Ritz-Carlton
Residences, Waikiki Beach (theresidenceswaikiki.

Interview

LAND OF PLENTY

GOLDEN KEYS

What are your plans in this
newly created role? I want

CONTACT PLATINUM CARD SERVICE FOR BOOKINGS

com) has 307 ocean-facing residences that are
for sale as well as bookable on a nightly basis,
all featuring floor-to-ceiling windows and the
amenities of the group’s hotels – in this case,
an island-inspired BLT Market, a rooftop
infinity pool and a Ritz Kids programme. On
the North Shore, Turtle Bay Resort
(turtlebayresort.com) is getting a $50m tune-up:
its 42 beach cottages now have polished
Brazilian walnut floors and deep-soaking
tubs, and the resort will soon unveil Roy’s
Beach House, the latest from chef Roy
Yamaguchi, forefather of Hawaiian fusion
cuisine. Meanwhile, the art-filled, Jack
London-inspired Surfjack Hotel & Swim Club
(surfjack.com) just opened nearby with reed
ceilings, bespoke furnishings and vintage
Hawaii postcards in its 112 retro-chic rooms.
Expect all sorts of poolside entertainment,
from DJs spinning vinyl to an open-air
cinema, as well as Mahina & Sun’s – the
buzzy fourth restaurant from Oahu-born
chef Ed Kenney – which sources ingredients
locally and sustainably while naming its
cocktails after Hawaiian surf breaks. ♦

to frame the arts of Hawaii as
vibrant, interdisciplinary and
internationally engaged. And to
interrogate dominant narratives
and icons of the islands, to
better understand why there’s
such demand for images of hula
girls and Diamond Head.
How does Hawaii’s art world
differ from that of
the mainland? We don’t have a
gallery system. There’s a need
to nurture experimentation in
artists who are situated in a

tourist economy that
pushes visual production
toward nostalgia.
What’s your favourite
part of the Arts of
Hawaii collection? I
love spending time in
the vaults. There are
exceptional textiles,
such as a rare kapa moe
(blanket made of
pounded mulberry bark)
originally belonging to
Princess Ruth Ke‘elikolani.
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The sun rises over the
Four Seasons Resort at Ko Olina
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Flowers from Paiko

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP : KANG KING, © VIA GELATO, © DIAMOND HEAD BEACH HOUSE, © ALOHA BEACH CLUB, TRACY WRIGHT CORVO, © THE PIG & THE LADY, KENNA REED, OLIVIER KOENIG

The spicy, tangy and delightfully crunchy
LFC Sandwich from The Pig & The Lady

Hungry in Honolulu?
The latest, greatest eats in three of-the-moment neighbourhoods
CHINATOWN CALLING
In downtown Honolulu, you’ll find
one of the oldest Chinatowns in the
US with some of the hottest tables
in town. At The Pig & The Lady
(thepigandthelady.com), a farmers’
market-stall-turned-restaurant, chef
Andrew Le uses local products to
create contemporary Southeast
Asian dishes inspired by his
mother’s home cooking. For the
likes of duck confit mole negro, try
Grondin (grondinhi.com), a
French-Latin bistro from New York
transplants Jenny Grondin and
David Segarra. The owners of Lucky
Belly, Chinatown’s trendiest ramen
bar, have unveiled the seasonal
American Livestock Tavern
(livestocktavern.com), and just
added a lively wine and cocktail bar,
Tchin Tchin! nearby. Finally, don’t
miss the chef’s counter at Senia
(restaurantsenia.com), where Brit
Anthony Rush and native Chris
Kajioka serve a modern Hawaiian
omakase menu.

KAIMUKI COOL
This little area eschews chain stores
in favour of old-school mom-and-pop
shops and an eclectic culinary scene.
Chef Ed Kenney opened his seminal
restaurant Town (townkaimuki.com)
here more than ten years ago;
recently, he added the seasonal
sandwich joint Kaimuki Superette
(kaimukisuperette.com) and the
worldly “neighbourhood watering
hole” Mud Hen Water
(mudhenwater.com). With musicblaring boom boxes and menus
printed on vinyl records, the new
Franky Fresh (+1
808 733 0303)
offers Big Island
beef burgers named
after 1980s hip-hop
chart toppers.
Nearby, former Top
Chef contestant Lee
Anne Wong is now
serving island-style
brunches at Koko
Head Cafe

Island Intel

(kokoheadcafe.com). For an in-depth
look at Hawaiian coffee, check out
The Curb (thecurbco.com), which
offers locally made blends. For
dessert, try Via Gelato
(viagelatohawaii.com), which
partners with local farmers to make
its daily changing
flavours, from
black sesame to li
hing shiso
sorbetto, and
Otto Cake
(ottocake.com),
whose namesake
owner makes
Senia chef
each of his
Chris Kajioka
cheesecakes from
scratch in flavours like lilikoi and
lehua blossom honey.

ELSEWHERE
ON OAHU
Recommended rations
beyond the capital
There are buzzy new
spots all over the
island – like AI LOVE NALO
(ailovenalo.com), a new
garden-side cafe in
Waimanalo that does
a slow-cooked veggie
laulau with tofu poke and
other healthful, vegan
Hawaiian food (a rarity
here). For finer dining,
check out MW RESTAURANT
(mwrestaurant.com),
from Honolulu-born chef
Wade Ueoka and pastry
chef Michelle KarrUeoka, who both trained
under the renowned local
chef Alan Wong (Thomas
Keller, too); the husbandand-wife team also just
opened the more casual
ARTIZEN (artizenbymw.
com) in the Hawaii
State Art Museum. Both
menus are highlighted
by the mochi-crusted
opakapaka (pink
snapper) and other
takes on Hawaiian
regional cuisine. Over on
Monsarrat Avenue, three
20-something surfer
boys are running a truck
called BANÁN (bananbowls.
com), serving up farmto-bowl fruit ice cream
(banana, mango, limed
papaya etc) with other
island-grown ingredients
mixed in; a bricks-andmortar location is in the
works. And you can’t
leave Hawaii without
trying shave ice. One of
the latest local favourites
is MONSARRAT SHAVE ICE
(+1 808 732 4001), which
uses all-natural syrup
in flavours like sweet
ume plum.

WHEN IN KAKAAKO ...
This patch of Honolulu was once all
fishing villages and pa‘akai (salt
ponds); now, the area is living up to
Oahu’s nickname as “the gathering
place”. Enter Salt at Our Kaka‘ako
(ourkakaako.com), designed as a
7,897sq m pedestrian block lined
with local artisans of all types.
Among them is Paiko (paikohawaii.
com), a “botanical boutique” and
cafe that sells flowers and local
beauty products while hosting
workshops on terrarium-making and
more. Honolulu Beerworks
(honolulubeerworks.com) serves
local microbrews in a recently
repurposed warehouse with a beer
garden with communal tables. And
the team behind Street Grindz
(Hawaii’s first large-scale food truck
event) has opened Makers
& Tasters (makersand
tasters.com), a culinary
park and marketplace along
the Kewalo Basin Harbor
waterfront, with a rotating
mix of pop-ups; it’s also
home to the monthly
Honolulu Night Market,
which has local food
vendors as well as
fashion shows. ♦

“A mere 160 years ago, Hawaii was 100 per cent self-sufficient;
today we ship in upwards of 90 per cent of our food”
says ED KENNEY, who has made it his mission “to reconnect people to the food they eat and those they eat with”. Visit any of his
restaurants-cum-“community gathering places” and you’ll find native ingredients such as kalo (taro) and limu (seaweed) on the menu,
sourced directly from Oahu’s organic farmers, ranchers and fishermen.

For wearable souvenirs, head to the Kailua outpost of the California-and-Oahu-based Aloha Beach
Club (alohabeachclub.com), which stocks men’s aloha shirts and more from surfer-turned-designer
Kahana Kalama. A beach shack on Monsarrat Avenue has become Diamond Head Beach House
(diamondheadbeachhouse.com), a stylish one-stop-stop for swimwear and beach gear. And in the surf
town of Haleiwa, the founder of Hawaiian brand Quality Peoples has opened Number 808 (number808.
com), where vintage clothing, books and surfboards are mixed in with the latest collections.

SHOPPING ASHORE
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Waves crash onto the shore
at Travaasa Hana

HAWAII’S SECONDLARGEST ISLAND IS
DECIDEDLY SLOWERPACED THAN OAHU,
BUT IT’S HARDLY
LACKING FOR LUXE
RESORTS – AND
MANY OF THEM ARE
TURNING IT UP A
NOTCH, OFTEN BY
WAY OF FOOD. THE
CULINARY SCENE
HAS TAKEN OFF
HERE, WITH TOP
CHEFS LOOKING
EVERYWHERE FROM
NEARBY FARMS TO
THE MOON FOR
INSPIRATION.
22
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GREAT ESCAPES

From new-look standbys to standout newbies,
a raft of enticing island accommodations to
consider this season

O

n the island’s splashy southwest shore, all
eyes are on Hotel Wailea (hotelwailea.com), a
former Japanese private members club that
recently – after a $15m redesign – became the
island’s sole adults-only hotel. The secluded
property boasts just 72 suites set across six
hectares of Zen-like gardens, all with oversize
lanais. The poolside lounge has cabanas with
daybeds and an atmospheric fire pit, while
private dinners are memorable in a treehouse
perched above the property’s organic farm, whose
produce informs the daily-changing menus.
Wailea is seeing a whole wave of revamps:
A sunset view from Hotel Wailea

Fairmont Kea Lani
( fairmont.com)

has given its
450 suites and
villas a
contemporary
tropical look
and an islandinspired spa
housing

Andaz Maui at Wailea Resort
( maui.andaz.hyatt.com)

just added three more
David Rockwell-designed
villas and now hosts
Local
cooking classes in the
flavour at
Fairmont
farm-to-table Ka’ana
Kea Lani
Kitchen. And gourmands
have been buzzing about the monthly Ka
Malama dinner at the recently refreshed Grand
Wailea (grandwailea.com), a five-course affair
featuring ingredients selected according to
Hawaii’s ancient lunar calendar.
Meanwhile on Maui’s northwest tip, Montage
Kapalua Bay ( montagehotels.com) has opened
with 72 light-filled residences and an indooroutdoor spa set within one of Hawaii’s biggest
nature preserves. On the island’s east end you’ll
find the 70-year-old, 70-room Travaasa Hana
(travaasa.com), newly made over to the tune of
$12 million. While its oceanfront bungalows
and garden suites are still free of TVs, radios
and even clocks, they now have sliding glass
doors and eco-chic furnishings, and guests can
explore the area via the hotel’s new glider and
Outrigger canoe tours or try fire-starting and
spear-throwing on property. ♦

ACTIVE PURSUITS
Paddle boarding is officially passé. Now, Hawaiian Paddle Sports (hawaiianpaddlesports.com) is
offering Hawaiian Water Rollercoaster, aka canoe surfing (basically, you feel like you’re catching a wave
without getting on a surfboard). Rappel Maui (rappelmaui.com) recently debuted the island’s only
guided abseiling tours, allowing you to descend rainforest waterfalls along Hana’s coast – and for the
adrenaline junkies, there’s now “zip rappelling” as well. Spectators can marvel at the Maui Jim Ocean Fest
(mauijimoceanfest.com), an Ironman-style competition for water sports taking place around Kaanapali for
the second time this June.
CONTACT PLATINUM CARD SERVICE FOR BOOKINGS
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multi-sensory rain
showers. The 300-key
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“My life on Maui is kind of surreal”
Al fresco dining at Travaasa
Hana’s Preserve Kitchen + Bar

Licence to Dine

On an iconic Maui road, essential pit stops for visiting foodies

T

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: © TRAVAASA HANA, GARY MILLER/GETTY IMAGES, © MAUI WINE, MOLLY DECOUDREAUX, © FOUR SEASONS, KANG KING

he Road to Hana – that
legendary 103km stretch
following Maui’s northern
coastline to the low-key little town
out east – is one of the most
beautiful drives in Hawaii and is
now home to several new foodie
stops. At Tin Roof (tinroofmaui.
com) in Kahului, near Hana

Highway’s western
starting point,
native son Sheldon
Simeon and his
wife Janice have
reimagined a
humble old lunch
spot, now serving
Kau Kau Tin rice
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THE FORMER PINEAPPLE PLANTATION
HAS BECOME THE LITTLE ISLE THAT COULD.
TODAY, IT’S LARGELY OWNED BY ORACLE
FOUNDER LARRY ELLISON, WHO IS
ON A MISSION TO MAKE ITS 363 SLEEPY
SQUARE KILOMETRES – FROM THE LOCAL
MARKET TO THE TWO FOUR SEASONS
HOTELS – FULLY SUSTAINABLE.

says LILY MEOLA, the 21-year-old country/blues singer. Indeed: she was
discovered several years ago by none other than Willie Nelson while performing
at a cafe in Paia, where she grew up surfing and shell-diving at Ho’okipa Beach.
Now, Nelson is featured on her debut album – along with his son Lukas and Kris
Kristofferson. The jazzy first single, “Bad Weather,” was inspired by living in a
tsunami evacuation zone. lilymeola.com

bowls topped with
poke or pork belly
beside a wall of
chopsticks.
Heading east to
the surfing
enclave of Paia,
Hana Ranch
recently unveiled a
satellite
restaurant, Hāna Ranch
Provisions (hanaranchprovisions.
com), featuring farm-fresh produce,
and the team has started hawking
burgers with their own grass-fed
beef from a food truck in Hana
proper. There’s also Preserve
Kitchen + Bar, the new restaurant
inside
Travaasa,
where
everything on
the dailychanging menu
is made with
ingredients
Hāna Ranch entrée
sourced nearby.

PARADISE, FOUND
Four Seasons’ striking second impression

W

hile Lanai remains wonderfully
untouched, with nary a traffic
light or chain restaurant, both
of its Four Seasons resorts are emerging
from overhauls. Local kupuna
(Hawaiian elders) now lead the likes of
ukulele lessons and coconut-weaving
classes at Four Seasons Resort Lanai ,
which re-launched in February on a
cliff above a white-sand beach.
Surrounded by tiki torch-lit tropical
gardens and sculptures commissioned
from native artists, its 217 spacious
rooms have been kitted out with iPads
and the hotel’s own customisable beds

Tropical
Tipples

Fruity drink fans
are in luck: it’s
possible to find
everything from
wine to beer to
vodka made from
Maui Gold
pineapples.
MauiWine (mauiwine.com) uses
the fruit instead of grapes for still
and sparkling whites. Maui
Brewing Co (mauibrewingco.com),
which recently opened a brewery in
Kihei, creates a crisp Pineapple
Mana Wheat ale, and
the Hali’imaile
Distilling
Company’s
small-batch Pau
Maui (paumaui.
com) is the
world’s only
pineapple vodka,
with a refreshingly
MauiWine
crisp finish. ♦
vintages

amid walls of Hawaiian teak and
zebrawood. Their slate-floored
bathrooms have deep soaking tubs
and Aina toiletries, made with kukui
nut oil from nearby Alberta’s Farm,
while the spa – with its cedar saunas,
eucalyptus steam rooms and
rainforest showers – offers
everything from macadamia-sugar
body polishes to hydrating tarohoney face masks. Plus, there’s a new
Nobu on the premises, preparing
black cod with miso and other
Japanese fare with local ingredients.
Outside, you could go for a spot of
pampering (beach and pool
attendants are always ready to spritz
you with Evian or clean your
sunglasses) or a guided snorkel safari
at Hulopoe Bay, a protected marine
preserve. Hiking and horsebackriding are well suited for the wooded
upcountry, where the rustic-luxe
sister property, Lodge at Koele, a
historic ranch that will soon reopen
after a top-to-toe renovation,
including stables, archery range and
Hawaii’s biggest wood-burning
fireplace. fourseasons.com ♦
DEPARTURES-INTERNATIONAL.COM
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CALL OF NATURE Established
in August 1916 with 134,795
varied hectares between two
of the world’s most active
volcanoes, Hawaii Volcanoes
National Park predates both
the National Park Service and
Hawaiian statehood. Expect
centennial-themed events
throughout the year, including
a series of expert talks (say, on
native Hawaiian salt gathering
or lethal eruptions at Kīlauea)
and ranger-guided hiking

WITH A LANDSCAPE
ENCOMPASSING
CALDERAS,
BLACK-SAND
BEACHES,
RAINFORESTS,
WOODLANDS AND
MUCH MORE, HAWAII
ISLAND – THE
LARGEST IN THE
ARCHIPELAGO – IS
AN ADVENTURER’S
DREAM. AND NOW,
WITH THE HAWAII
VOLCANOES
NATIONAL PARK
TURNING 100 YEARS
OLD, THERE IS ALL
THE MORE REASON
TO VISIT.
24

excursions at night, better for
seeing the flows; there are even
guided treks through a lava
tube. Also of note: in 2018, the
former 1932 Administration
Building is set to reopen as a
museum for art and artefacts
related to the park; for now, the
building’s restored lobby serves
as the studio for resident artists
such as Rick Makanaaloha
Kia‘imeaokekanaka San Nicolas,
a renowned Hawaiian featherworker. nps.gov
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“The aloha shirt is our
canvas, and our art is
the medium in which we
share our culture”
says SIG ZANE, a Hilo-based designer who takes a studied
approach to island style. For more than 30 years, with his wife
Nalani Kanakaole and now also son Kūha’o, Zane has handcrafted
each top (and dress and bag) with one-off prints that reflect
Hawaii’s flora, fauna and hula heritage. This year, they’re set to
open an outpost in Downtown Honolulu. sigzanedesigns.com

MORE TO EXPLORE
The Big Island goes well beyond volcanoes.
Enter Flumin’ Kohala (fluminkohala.com), a new
kayak tour of the historic ditch in the pristine
high forests of North Kohala, whose handwrought underground tunnels and elevated
flumes once supplied fresh water to the
surrounding sugar-cane plantation. Guests get
to float through a few miles of the network, past
waterfalls and private pastures that are otherwise
inaccessible. And in October, Ragnar – the
overnight road- and trail-running relay adventures
– will host its inaugural Reebok Ragnar Relay
Hawaii (ragnarrelay.com), a 200-mile course
starting in Hilo and ending at Hapuna Beach,
with many a volcano climb in between.
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Guests at
Kukuiula
explore
Kauai’s
dramatic
shoreline

An idyllic
vista, as will
be seen
from
Hokuala

AMAZING STAYS

Kauai’s new resorts strike a stylish note

K

ukuiula (kukuiula.com) recently opened as a 409ha

residential community in Poipu, albeit with a
produce farm, spa garden and 15 plantationstyle cottages available to nightly guests. It’s also
home to the buzzy new Eating House 1849 from
chef Roy Yamaguchi, serving upscale comfort foods
inspired by the islands’ diverse culinary history.
Not far from Lihue airport, Timber Resorts
(behind Italy’s Castello di Casole) has broken
ground on Hokuala (hokualakauai.com), whose stylish
bungalows will be ready for sale and overnight stays
as early as next year, surrounded by lagoon-style
pools, kilometres of hiking and biking trails and a
Jack Nicklaus-designed golf course with the longest
stretch of oceanfront holes in Hawaii. Next, after
sitting closed for more than two decades in one of
the state’s biggest coconut groves, nearly destroyed
by Hurricane Iniki but with its iconic lagoon
intact, Wailua’s 1950s-era Coco Palms Resort
(unboundcollectionbyhyatt.com) – the former home of
Deborah Kapule Kekaiha`akulou, the island’s last
queen – is set to relaunch as part of the new
Unbound Collection by Hyatt in 2018. ♦

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: MKE COOTS, PAUL DYER, KANG KING, AARON YOSHINO, © SIG ZANE, GALLERY STOCK
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THE SO-CALLED GARDEN ISLE MAY BE HAWAII’S
OLDEST, THOUGH IT HAS BEEN DELIGHTFULLY SLOW
TO DEVELOP, KNOWN MORE FOR ITS LUSH
GREENERY THAN ITS HOTELS. BUT THERE IS A GROWING
CROP OF HIGH-STYLE PROPERTIES ALONG ITS
SOUTHERN COAST.

